LAC Agenda
May 9, 2014
CLIMB 305

*Tentatively Scheduled Pre-meeting Share & Discuss: 12:45-1:15 Cancelled
Chat time: 1:15-1:30
Meeting: 1:30-3:30

*Scott McBeth will be sharing if enough people can attend (please contact Scott). Thanks, Scott, for being willing to share!

Tentative Agenda:

- Business/Updates
- Introductions and 30-second sharing [What was your favorite activity/toy as a child (or a toy you coveted, but never got)?]
- Approval of April 11 minutes
- Other Items (Updates: CIC, LAC Subcommittees, EAC/ LAC Integration Workgroup, etc.)
- LAC Discussion
- Membership (tentative) - Linda
- Phase II Task Force Update/Discussion - Sally
- Homework (Wayne's Diagram and Shared Vision) - Michele
- Strategic Planning Statements - Michele
- Celebration